
Revising Paper 2 Question 2
Step 1: Know what this question wants you to do!

There are 8 marks available for this question so you should not be spending too long answering it.

Aim to get your method perfected so that it takes you around ten minutes. However, there is a lot to

do to get those marks.

● You are expected to read two full sources

● You are given a subject and a focus point for those sources

● You need to use details from both texts to summarise

● Two paragraphs of high quality response will be enough

THIS IS NOT A LANGUAGE QUESTION! You are marked for:

● Reading the two texts

● Your choice of textual detail

● Your ability to infer meaning from your choice of textual detail

The examiner will ask: Have they attempted it? Have they been clear? Is this perceptive?

Step 2: Practice your method

FINDING THE SUBJECT AND FOCUS POINT IN THE QUESTION

Here is an example question:

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The ways the boys spend their time playing as young children is different.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the different activities the boy in Source A

enjoys and the boy in Source B enjoyed when he was young.

● The first line reminds you to look at both sources.

● The second line holds the subject and focus

● The third and fourth line ask you to write a summary but also repeat the subject and focus.

Look again at lines 2 - 4

The ways the boys spend their time playing as young children is different.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the different activities the boy in Source A

enjoys and the boy in Source B enjoyed when he was young.

The boys are the subject. The different ways that they spend their time playing is the focus.

Have a go at spotting the subject and focus in the following example questions. NOTE: There are no

sources to go with these questions. They are to help you practice spotting the subject and focus. You

will need to spot and underline this quickly as part of your method to answering question 2.



PRACTICE QUESTION A

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The way the two narrators feel about hospitals is different.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the feels of the narrator in Source A has about

hospitals and feelings the narrator of Source B has about hospitals.

PRACTICE QUESTION B

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The ways the men spend their time with family is different.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the different activities the man in Source A

enjoys with his family and the man in Source B enjoys with his family.

PRACTICE QUESTION C

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The ways the girls prepare for work is different.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the different activities the girl in Source A takes

part in to make her calm for work and the girl in Source B takes part in to calm her nerves in

preparation for work.

PRACTICE QUESTION D

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The hospital staff have very different views on how to treat dying patients.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the views held by the staff at both hospitals on

how to treat a dying patient.

PRACTICE QUESTION E

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The children at the primary school and the ragged school behave very differently.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the differences between the behaviour of

children at both schools.



Self-check for practice questions

A: Subject – The narrators / Focus – Their different feelings about hospitals

B: Subject – The men / Focus – The different ways they spend time with their family

C: Subject – The girls / Focus – The different ways they calm their nerves before working

D: Subject – The hospital staff/ Focus – Their differing views on treating dying patients

E: Subject – The children at both schools/ Focus differences in behaviour

FINDING YOUR RESPONSE

Now that you have practiced identifying the subject and the focus, you need to practice finding the

right information in preparation for your response.

SOURCE A                                                   SOURCE B>

QUESTION ON NEXT PAGE:



QUESTION TO PRACTICE FINDING THE CORRECT INFORMATION:

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.

The writers of source A and B view the working class very differently.

Use details from both sources to write a summary of the different opinions held by both writers.

● You will have already identified that the subject is the writers and the focus is their

difference of opinion about the working class.

● Now you need to read both sources and underline everything you can find that shows you

their opinion on this focus.

● Next you need to narrow down in order to choose relevant textual detail that will help you to

answer the question. You are looking for one good example from source A that shows a

difference of opinion from source B and one good example from source B that shows a

difference of opinion from source A.

Step 3: Have a go! Use the two sources and the question above to write a response to question 2.

Armed with your answer and two well chosen textual details, you are ready to write your answer!

You could use the following method to help you remember what to include:

a) In Source A [subject & focus from question] and make a point, followed by a quote.

b) Explain quote and make inference about what it means or suggests.

c) Contrast with Source B [using subject & focus from question] and make another point,
followed by a second quote.

d) Explain quote and make inference about what it means or suggests and how that’s different
from Source A.

e) Add an ‘also’ and take it further, explain the difference more deeply or give reasons for the
difference.

There is an example response on the next page. Use it to self-check after you have had a go. Spot
the difference between that response and your response. What do you need to do to improve
your response?



Example Response:

In source A, the writer believes that the working class are intelligent but unable to change their

circumstances. “what I saw in her face was not the ignorant suffering of an animal. She knew well

enough what was happening to her.” The writer suggests that others may see this working class girl

as an “animal” but he can see her humanity. It implies that if she knows what is happening to her and

knows how “dreadful a destiny” this is, she is not choosing to remain there; the girl has no choice but

to live in the circumstances that she was born in. This is a differing opinion to that held by the writer

of source B who suggests that the working class can change the way that they live. Unlike source A,

source B gives the reader seemingly simple instructions, “Move South.” Suggesting that the writer

believes it is easy to change your circumstances.

Furthermore, the writer of source B holds a negative view of the working class, “I fear you may scare

the tourists.” As this directly follows the writer’s suggestion to “Move south,” her “fear” implies that

they do not want to make this suggestion a reality. The writer also suggests that this is a choice made

by the working class, “There is an exotic choice of dress and shoe for a Saturday night in Scunthorpe

to numb the pain of it all.” Her opinion of the working class is negative and she hopes they remain

where they are. Despite noting that their circumstances are painful, she seems to be making fun of

the way that they choose to deal with their circumstances by getting drunk and dressing badly. While

the writer of source A’s opinion of the working class is not positive, it is unlike the negativity held in

writer B’s extract. The writer of Source A seems to have sympathy for the girl, “is twenty-five and

looks forty, thanks to miscarriages and drudgery.” The writer does not blame the girl but her

circumstances. The writer suggests that this girl is in unfortunate circumstances. The writer of source

B suggests that the working class choose to live and behave the way they do.

Step 4: Further practice!

Collect non fiction texts and make a portfolio that you can use to practice different questions.

1. Use your non fiction texts to practice making inferences

● Read the text to gain an insight into the writer’s perspective or viewpoint

● Ask a question about the text. For example: What is the writer’s opinion on…? How did the

writer feel about…?

● Re-read the text and highlight everything that links to the subject and focus of your question

before narrowing down some key quotations that will best answer your question

● Respond to your question through inferring meaning about your chosen quotations.

Use the following phrases to help you infer:

▪ it suggests that
▪ it makes us think
▪ it is designed to
▪ it gives the impression that
▪ it could be that
▪ it may indicate that
▪ it sounds as if
▪ it seems
▪ it’s described as
▪ this indicates that
▪ this could be associated with



▪ this may be
▪ this is shown to be
▪ this shows
▪ the writer hints that
▪ this adds a sense of
▪ we can assume that
▪ the writer could be
▪ it’s as if
▪ the writer purposely
▪ this allows the reader to

2. Pair your non fiction texts by topic or content. Try to find texts that have differing views on

the same subject. Use these paired texts to create your own questions and practice for

question 2.


